
Automated print & apply label 
applicators designed 
exclusively for growers.

Horticulture Barcoding Solutions Made Easy

www.labelgatorbrand.com
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“The Label Gator™
complete setup and training of our crews. Within a 
week our crew was running Label Gator ™ like it had 
been here for years. Label Gator™ actually helped 
increase our production by setting a faster pace”.

Chad Corso
Vice President - Wholesale
Corso’s Perennials
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Great Lakes Label distributes an automated print and apply label applicator designed and 

with the vision to meet new demands growers are faced with, from retailers and “big 
box” stores. Label Gator Brand™ systems are pre-wired to make these dynamic market 
changes a breeze for our greenhouse and nursery customers. The Label Gator™ allows 

growers to cut labor costs, reduce container inventory and react quickly to constantly changing label 
requirements. The Label Gator™ is revolutionizing how greenhouse growers process their product 

labeling solutions for the horticulture industry.

Label Gator will take a bite out of your production costs!



 H ORTICULTURE BARCODING 
SOLUTIONS MADE EASY
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Production
 Easily meet compliance 

standards.

  Convert operational space to 
growing space.

  Reduce labor costs.

1 2 Propagation
 Improve color coding 

accuracy.
 
  Automate your labeling 

process.

  Add barcoding to your label 

3
 Print & apply variable data


  
Batch counting exit conveyor 



  

Reduce inventory of preprinted
tags when price or barcode are
required

Tag Labeling
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Richard Jones, editor of “Greenhouse Grower,” states that one of the 
issues many growers are faced with is the cost of labor. Uncertainty over 
immigration reform also raises concern about access to reliable labor. 

grower regardless of size should automate their production line. 

Automation is not just for the big guys. Investing in automation now will 
improve your current operation and save you from rising labor costs. 

Tip!

Print When You Need It

  Real-time labeling 
with variable data

  

  Reduce labor costs

  Precise label 
placement

Production
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What Does Your 
Production Process

 Look Like?

Automation For Your Budget
Labor-saving opportunities 



The Label Gator™ system applies labels at an unprecedented rate. For example, print & apply 280 
pots per minute. The hands needed to produce labeled pots at this speed is triple the amount 
many growers have in their existing production lines.

“The Label Gator™ reduces labor, reduces inven-
tory of labels, eliminates print rooms and associ-
ated costs, reduces inventory of preprinted pots, 
frees up yard space, eliminates labeling mistakes, 
increases production rates and gives a uniform la-
beling placement for a better presentation. This is 
why most of our customers have a 1 season ROI 
on the Label Gator™ System.”

Unmatched Speed
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Tony Cook

CEO
Great Lakes Label LLC
Comstock Park, MI
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Systems That Work For You











 Up to 225/min - print & apply

Up to 375/min - apply only

Auto stack count

Bulk loader option

Verification camera options
Single operator process

Watch a video on the High-Speed 
Labeling System here!

The High-Speed
Labeling System
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Auto dispensing up to 250 parts/min

Print & apply variable data

Easy operating software

Batch counting exit conveyor

Labels 175/min
Single operator process

Watch a video on the Tag 
Labeling System here!

The Tag 
Labeling System
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 Up to 280 pots per minute

Print & apply variable data

Easy operating data management software
or integrate your existing label software

Low cost barcode printing

Eliminate pre-printed label inventories

Eliminate pre-printed pot inventories Watch a video on the 
Two-Sided Labeling Sytem here!

The Two-Sided
Labeling System
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Easy operating data management
software or integrate your existing
software

Print & apply variable data

Single operator process

Watch a video on the Single-Headed 
Labeling System here!

The Single-Headed 
Labeling System

 Labels up to 140/min
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Easy operating data management
software or integrate your existing
software

Print & apply variable data

Color bars available for visual 
references

Watch a video on the Propagator 
Labeling System here!

The Propagator
Labeling System

 Labels up to 20/min



THE LABEL GATOR 2.0 SYSTEM IS HERE
Same simple user interface for the operator
Quickly set operator buttons from an infinite number of preset label formats

Expanded to 6 variable fields, 1 UPC field, 1 Fixed data field, 1 date field
Rotate any field individually to orient on the label as needed
Select the native SATO Helvetica font to allow sizing of text characters horizontally 
and vertically to fit text data on label

.

.

.

.

.
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Software Program

Take A Closer Look

The touchscreen PC is 
pre-loaded with the 
grower’s label data.

Eliminate Preprinted
Pots

Print & apply on demand,
stocking only blanks.

Accurate Placement
Growers can label accu-
rately on a wide variety of 

container sizes.
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Lean manufacturing is designed to do more with less. Many growers are implementing lean pro-

Batch

As a grower, you have enough to worry about, like the changing state of the economy,  
unpredictable weather, and mounting government regulations. Mislabeled pots and large 
amounts of unused containers should not be one of them.

The Label Gator ™ allows you to print when you need it, reducing pre-labeled container inventories. 
Now you don’t have to worry about matching pre-labeled pots with production or pesky labeling 
errors.
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“Getting Lean” with Green

How the Gator Eats Waste

operation.



As a grower, you sow hundreds even millions of unique seeds. Whether you’re using the latest 
planter equipment or planting by hand, organization is the key to your success.

The Label Gator™ allows you to simplify the color coding process, eliminating label changeover. 
Print and apply labels in line with one multicolored label for every growing week. The propagation 
applicator allows you to speed up your color coding process and save on label costs.

Propagation

Eliminate the need for several individual rolls of labels with a single color bar. Load one roll of multi-
colored labels into your bar code printer. The colors that you do not wish to be displayed will be 
blacked out.
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Sandusky, Ohio



Superior Label Chemistry
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With the WetStick™ label, you no longer have

The WetStick™

undermining the adhesive.

your label to wet surfaces without 
specifically for the horticulture industry. Apply
the first waterproof label of its kind designed 
the label underwater! Introducing WetStick™,
dry before labeling them. You can even apply 
to worry about waiting for your containers to 

Take A Closer Look

We recognized the need 
for a system that not only 
worked but was fast and 

easy to operate.

Intuitive Design Powerful Engine

opportunities like a proper 
print engine to ensure 

reliability for the highest of 

volumes.

machine we own and the best investment we’ve made.  The Label Gator team 
has truly designed an easy to operate and trouble-free labeling system.  The 

versus buying pre-printed.”

Jason Yanes
Pure Beauty Farms



Did You Know?
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Why our clients have 
purchased:

  Cost reduction

  “Big Box” compliance

  Rising label content

  Precise label 
placement

 

We provide automation solutions for



Our easy to use custom interface starts with your very own data. Your label design and data is 
pre-loaded on the touch screen PC included in the system. Our technical team will pre-program 

Superior Technology
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The label applicator heads are synchronized to the speed 
of the conveyor using PLC communication with a frame 
mounted encoder. Secondary processing equipment can 
be directly connected to the on-board PLC. The controller 

can also communicate with up and/or down stream pro
-

cessing equipment to ensure they do not operate when 
the LGB conveyor is in a shut-down condition.

Fully Integrate With Production Equipment

The cost of pre-labeled containers is on the rise and delivery times for pre-labeled pots is highly 
unreliable. Eliminate the wait for pre-labeled container inventories. Ship on time and increase your 
speed with minimum interruptions and no backtracking.

Preprint With Ease

,



Labels, Ribbons & 
Tags
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Great Lakes Label supplies the horticultural industry with labels, ribbons and tags. We provide 
blank labels in a wide variety of sizes. We also provide you with labels requiring; custom print, col

-ored borders, UPC information or your company logo. Our facility supplies millions of labels each 
year found in greenhouses, nursery operations, independent garden centers and “big box” stores 
as well.

We Understand Your Needs
We are committed to understanding our customer’s requirements while meeting or exceeding 
their expectations. We believe that this has been the key to our long-term success. We’re here to 

your operation is.



“Great Lakes Label has been a great company 
to deal with. Their equipment has worked 
exactly the way we hoped it would. Our 
product is outside and the Label Ga-
tor™ has performed great all sea-
son. We use it outside where we 
can wheel it from one end of the 
nursery to the other. The Label Ga-
tor™ operator position has become 
one of the most popular jobs we 
have at the nursery. They have been 
very helpful with all additional needs 
we’ve had such as creating labels on site 
for the Label Gator™. Great Lakes Label cus-
tomized our Label Gator™ so we can print on the 
spot when needed. “Working with Great Lakes Label 
has been one of the best experiences I have had with 
a company. Thank You!”

Paw Paw, Michigan

Our

Clients

A few of
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Our Clients



 Work Smarter
  Contact us today for more information.

          910 Metzgar Ct. | Comstock Park, MI 49321
          P: 616-647-9880 | E: info@greatlakeslabel.com
     www.labelgatorbrand.com

 Not Harder
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